
• 100% kiln dried hardwood frames. No engineered 
wood products!!
• Corner blocked, glued and doweled for optimum 
joint strength
• 8 way hand-tied options with Italian ruby red twine 
and burlap cover

• 8 gauge sinuous serpentine spring option, placed 
every 3 1/2” front to back and attached side to side 
with 3 coated steel cables connected to every spring.
• Custom sizing available on all furniture

*All pieces come standard with cushion clips (attached at the back zipper)*

ALL FURNITURE HAND CRAFTED  IN THE USA

Cloud 9: HR foam wrapped in 2 layers of D91 hollow 
core polyester fiber incased in its own “down-proof ” 
cover. This is our number one  selling cushion! It has a 
distinct crown.
Luxe Aire: HR foam wrapped in D91 hollow core 
polyester fiber, incased in its own ticking. This cushion 
offers a cleaner, modern look with a firm seat.
Trillium: High density foam core, encased in a 100% 
blown polyester fiber filled 100% cotton, channeled 
down proof cover.

Spring down: Marshall Spring system, encased in 
foam, inserted into a down-proof envelope filled with a 
blend of 90% duck feather and 10% duck down.
Down Supreme: HR foam encased in a blend of 
90% duck feather and 10% duck down, encased in a 
down proof cotton envelope.

Blend down: 50% blown poly fiber, 45% duck feather and 5% duck down channeled in a 100% cotton 
envelope (standard on most frames)
Down Supreme: 90% duck feather and 10% duck down channeled in a down proof 100% cotton envelope 

Trillium: High density foam core, encased in a 100% blown polyester fiber filled 100% cotton, channeled 
down proof cover.

With a history spanning over three decades, Burton James has established their reputation as a true 
hidden secret of the professional interior design trade. With a commitment to local sources, Burton 
James’ operation is home to a team that designs and manufacturers a namesake range of sofas, sectionals, 
and bedroom furniture, all built to exacting specifications. It is our goal to provide furniture with a 
commitment to sustainability, an accessible design aesthetic, and a true reflection of “Casual Elegance.”

SEAT CUSHION OPTIONS

THE FRAME

BACK CUSHION OPTIONS



ALT40 - Sofa with cloud 9 seat cushions

4904 - Ivar sofa with Luxe Aire seat cushion

To order cuttings, send email request along with return address to fabrics@burtonjames.com
For all quotes, send email to orders@burtonjames.com


